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Abstract
Large margin linear classification methods have been successfully applied to many applications. For a linearly separable problem, it is known
that under appropriate assumptions, the expected misclassification error
of the computed "optimal hyperplane" approaches zero at a rate proportional to the inverse training sample size. This rate is usually characterized by the margin and the maximum norm of the input data. In this
paper, we argue that another quantity, namely the robustness of the input data distribution, also plays an important role in characterizing the
convergence behavior of expected misclassification error. Based on this
concept of robustness, we show that for a large margin separable linear
classification problem, the expected misclassification error may converge
exponentially in the number of training sample size.

1 Introduction
We consider the binary classification problem: to determine a label y E {-1, 1} associated with an input vector x. A useful method for solving this problem is by using linear
discriminant functions . Specifically, we seek a weight vector wand a threshold () such that
w T x < () if its label y = -1 and w T x ~ () if its label y = 1.
In this paper, we are mainly interested in problems that are linearly separable by a positive
margin (although, as we shall see later, our analysis is suitable for non-separable problems).
That is, there exists a hyperplane that perfectly separates the in-class data from the out-ofclass data. We shall also assume () = 0 throughout the rest of the paper for simplicity.
This restriction usually does not cause problems in practice since one can always append a
constant feature to the input data x, which offset the effect of ().
For linearly separable problems, given a training set of n labeled data
(X1,yl), .. . ,(xn,yn), Vapnik recently proposed a method that optimizes a hard
margin bound which he calls the "optimal hyperplane" method (see [11]). The optimal
hyperplane Wn is the solution to the following quadratic programming problem:
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For linearly non-separable problems, a generalization of the optimal hyperplane method
has appeared in [2], where a slack variable f.i is introduced for each data point (xi, yi) for
i = 1, ... ,n. We compute a hyperplane Wn that solves

min~wTw+CLf.i
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Where C > 0 is a given parameter (also see [11]).
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In this paper, we are interested in the quality of the computed weight Wn for the purpose of
predicting the label y of an unseen data point x. We study this predictive power of Wn in the
standard batch learning framework. That is, we assume that the training data (xi, yi) for
i = 1, ... n are independently drawn from the same underlying data distribution D which
is unknown. The predictive power of the computed parameter Wn then corresponds to the
classification performance of Wn with respect to the true distribution D.
We organize the paper as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review a number of existing
techniques for analyzing separable linear classification problems. We then derive an exponential convergence rate of misclassification error in Section 3 for certain large margin
linear classification. Section 4 compares the newly derived bound with known results from
the traditional margin analysis. We explain that the exponential bound relies on a new
quantity (the robustness of the distribution) which is not explored in a traditional margin
bound. Note that for certain batch learning problems, exponential learning curves have already been observed [10]. It is thus not surprising that an exponential rate of convergence
can be achieved by large margin linear classification.

2

Some known results on generalization analysis

There are a number of ways to obtain bounds on the generalization error of a linear classifier. A general framework is to use techniques from empirical processes (aka VC analysis).
Many such results that are related to large margin classification have been described in
chapter 4 of [3].
The main advantage of this framework is its generality. The analysis does not require the
estimated parameter to converge to the true parameter, which is ideal for combinatorial
problems. However, for problems that are numerical in natural, the potential parameter
space can be significantly reduced by using the first order condition of the optimal solution.
In this case, the VC analysis may become suboptimal since it assumes a larger search space
than what a typical numerical procedure uses. Generally speaking, for a problem that is
linearly separable with a large margin, the expected classification error of the computed
hyperplane resulted from this analysis is of the order Oeo~n V Similar generalization
bounds can also be obtained for non-separable problems.
In chapter 10 of [11], Vapnik described a leave-one-out cross-validation analysis for linearly separable problems. This analysis takes into account the first order KKT condition of
the optimal hyperplane W n . The expected generalization performance from this analysis is
O( ~) , which is better than the corresponding bounds from the VC analysis. Unfortunately,
this technique is only suitable for deriving an expected generalization bound (for example,
it is not useful for obtaining a PAC style probability bound).
Another well-known technique for analyzing linearly separable problems is the mistake
bound framework in online learning. It is possible to obtain an algorithm with a small generalization error in the batch learning setting from an algorithm with a small online mistake
'Bounds described in [3] would imply an expected classification error of 0(10 8: n), which can be
slightly improved (by a log n factor) if we adopt a slightly better covering number estimate such as
the bounds in [12, 14].

bound. The readers are referred to [6] and references therein for this type of analysis. The
technique may lead to a bound with an expected generalization performance of O(~).
Besides the above mentioned approaches, generalization ability can also be studied in
the statistical mechanical learning framework. It was shown that for linearly separable
problems, exponential decrease of misclassification error is possible under this framework
[1, 5, 7, 8]. Unfortunately, it is unclear how to relate the statistical mechanical learning
framework to the batch learning framework considered in this paper. Their analysis, employing approximation techniques, does not seem to imply small sample bounds which we
are interested in.
The statistical mechanical learning result suggests that it may be possible to obtain a similar
exponential decay of misclassification error in the batch learning setting, which we prove
in the next section. Furthermore, we show that the exponential rate depends on a quantity
that is different than the traditional margin concept. Our analysis relies on a PAC style
probability estimate on the convergence rate of the estimated parameter from (2) to the true
parameter. Consequently, it is suitable for non-separable problems. A direct analysis on the
convergence rate of the estimated parameter to the true parameter is important for problems
that are numerical in nature such as (2). However, a disadvantage of our analysis is that we
are unable to directly deal with the linearly separable formulation (1).

3 Exponential convergence
We can rewrite the SVM formulation (2) by eliminating
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where A = 1/(nC) and
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Denote by D the true underlying data distribution of (x, y), and let w. (A) be the optimal
solution with respect to the true distribution as :

W.(A) = arg inf EDf(w T xy - 1) +
w

~wT
w.
2
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Let w. be the solution to

w. = arginf
w

~w2
2

S.t.

EDf(w T xy - 1) = 0,

(5)

which is the infinite-sample version of the optimal hyperplane method.
Throughout this section, we assume Ilw.112 < 00, and EDllxl12 < 00. The latter condition
ensures that EDf( w T xy - 1) :S IIwl12ED Ilx 112 + 1 exists for all w.

3.1

Continuity of solution under regularization

In this section, we show that Ilw. (A) - w.112 -+ 0 as A -+ O. This continuity result allows
us to approximate (5) by using (4) and (3) with a small positive regularization parameter A.
We only need to show that within any sequence of A that converges to zero, there exists a
subsequence Ai -+ 0 such that w. (Ai) converges to w. strongly.
We first consider the following inequality which follows from the definition of w. (A):
T
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Therefore Ilw.(A)112

:s Ilw.112'

It is well-known that every bounded sequence in a Hilbert space contains a weakly convergent subsequence (cf. Proposition 66.4 in [4]). Therefore within any sequence of A that
converges to zero, there exists a subsequence Ai --t 0 such that W. (Ai) converges weakly.
We denote the limit by w.

Since f(W.(Af xy - 1) is dominated by Ilw.11211x112 + 1 which has a finite integral with
respect to D, therefore from (6) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we
obtain

T
0= lim
xy - 1) = EDf(wT xy - 1). (7)
, ED f(w. (Ad xy -1) = ED limf(w.(Aif
,
Also note that IIwl12
must have w = w •.
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Since W. is the weak limit of W.(Ai), we obtain Ilw.112
liffii Ilw.(Ai)112. Also since
Ilw.(Ai)112
Ilw.112, therefore liffii Ilw.(AdI12 = Ilw.112' This equality implies that
W. (Ai) converges to w. strongly since
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3.2 Accuracy of estimated hyperplane with non-zero regularization parameter
Our goal is to show that for the estimation method (3) with a nonzero regularization parameter A > 0, the estimated parameter Wn(A) converges to the true parameter W.(A) in
probability when the sample size n --t 00. Furthermore, we give a large deviation bound
on the rate of convergence.
From (4), we obtain the following first order condition:

EDf3(A, x, y)xy + AW.(A) = 0,

(8)

where f3(A, x, y) = f'(W.(A)T xy - 1) and f'(z) E [-1,0] denotes a member of the
subgradient of f at z [9].2 In the finite sample case, we can also interpret f3(\ x, y) in
(8) as a scaled dual variable a: f3 = -a/C, where a appears in the dual (or Kernel)
formulation of an SVM (for example, see chapter 10 of [11]).
The convexity of f implies that f(zd + (Z2 - zdf'(zd
f. This implies the following inequality:

:s f(Z2) for any subgradient f' of

~ L f(W.(A)T xiyi - 1) + (Wn(A) - W.(A))T ~ Lf3(A, xi, yi)xiyi
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2

2Por readers not familiar with the sub gradient concept in convex analysis, our analysis requires
little modification if we replace f with a smoother convex function such as P, which avoids the
discontinuity in the first order derivative.

Also note that by the definition of Wn(A), we have:
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Therefore by comparing the above two inequalities, we obtain:
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Note that in (9), we have already bounded the convergence of Wn(A) to W*(A) in terms of
the convergence of the empirical expectation of a random vector ,B( A, x, y)xy to its mean.
In order to obtain a large deviation bound on the convergence rate, we need the following
result which can be found in [13], page 95:
Theorem 3.1 Let ei be zero-mean independent random vectors in a Hilbert space. If there
exists M > 0 such thatforall natural numbers 12: 2: E~=l Elleill~ :S ";bl!Ml. Thenfor
aILS> 0: P(II~ E i eil12 2:.5):S 2exp(-~()2/(bM2 +.5M)).
U sing the fact that ,B( A, x, y) E [-1, 0], it is easy to verify the following corollary by using
Theorem 3.1 and (9), where we also bound the l-th moment of the right hand side of (9)
using the following form ofJensen's inequality: la + bll :S 2l-1( lall + Ibll) forl 2: 2.
Corollary 3.1 If there exists M
%1!Ml. Thenfor all.5 > 0:

> 0 such thatfor all natural numbers 1 2: 2: ED Ilxll~ :S

P(llw*(.A) - wn(A)112 2: .5) :S 2 exp( -iA2.52 /(4bM 2 + A.5M)).

Let PD ( .) denote the probability with respect to distribution D, then the following bound
on the expected misclassification error of the computed hyperplane Wn (A) is a straightforward consequence of Corollary 3.1:
Corollary 3.2 Under the assumptions of Corollary 3.1, then for any non-random values
A, ,,(, K > 0, we have:

+ PD (ll xl12 2: K)
+ 2 exp( -iA2"{2 /( 4bK 2M2 + A"{K M)),

EXPD(Wn(Af xy:S 0) :SPD(w*(.A)T xy:S "()

where the expectation Ex is taken over n random samples from D with Wn (A) estimated
from the n samples.

We now consider linearly separable classification problems where the solution W* of (5)
is finite. Throughout the rest of this section, we impose an additional assumption that the

distribution D is finitely supported:
measure D.

IIxl12

:s

M almost everywhere with respect to the

From Section 3.1, we know that for any sufficiently small positive number A, Ilw. w.(A)112 < 11M, which means that W.(A) also separates the in-class data from the outof-class data with a margin of at least 2(1 - Mllw. - w. (A) 112). Therefore for sufficiently
small A, we can define:

I'(A) = sup{b: Pn(W.(A)T xy

:s b) = O} ~ 1- Mllw. -

w.(A)112 > O.

By Corollary 3.2, we obtain the following upper-bound on the misclassification error if we
compute a linear separator from (3) with a non-zero small regularization parameter A:
Ex Pn( wn(Af xy

:s 0) :s 2 exp( -

~A21'(A)2 1(4M4 + AI'(A)M2)).

This indicates that the expected misclassification error of an appropriately computed hyperplane for a linearly separable problem is exponential in n. However, the rate of convergence
depends on AI'( A) 1M2. This quantity is different than the margin concept which has been
widely used in the literature to characterize the generalization behavior of a linear classification problem. The new quantity measures the convergence rate of W.(A) to w. as
A -+ O. The faster the convergence, the more "robust" the linear classification problem is,
and hence the faster the exponential decay of misclassification error is. As we shall see in
the next section, this "robustness" is related to the degree of outliers in the problem.

4

Example

We give an example to illustrate the "robustness" concept that characterizes the exponential
decay of misclassification error. It is known from Vapnik's cross-validation bound in [11]
(Theorem 10.7) that by using the large margin idea alone, one can derive an expected
misclassification error bound that is of the order O(l/n), where the constant is margin
dependent. We show that this bound is tight by using the following example.
Example 4.1 Consider a two-dimensional problem. Assume that with probability of 1-1',
we observe a data point x with label y such that xy = [1, 0]; and with probability of 1', we
observe a data point x with label y such that xy = [-1, 1]. This problem is obviously
linearly separable with a large margin that is I' independent.
Now, for n random training data, with probability at most I'n + (1- I')n, we observe either
xiyi = [1,0] for all i = 1, . .. , n, or xiyi = [-1,1] for all i = 1, ... , n. For all other
cases, the computed optimal hyperplane Wn = w •. This means that the misclassification
error is 1'(1 - I')("Yn-l + (1 - I')n-l). This error converges to zero exponentially as n -+
00. However the convergence rate depends on the fraction of outliers in the distribution
characterized by 1'.
In particular, for any n, if we let I' = 1In, then we have an expected misclassification error
that is at least ~(l-l/n)n ~ 1/(en). D
The above tightness construction of the linear decay rate of the expected generalization
error (using the margin concept alone) requires the scenario that a small fraction (which
shall be in the order of inverse sample size) of data are very different from other data.
This small portion of data can be considered as outliers, which can be measured by the
"robustness" of the distribution. In general, w. (A) converges to w. slowly when there
exist such a small portion of data (outliers) that cannot be correctly classified from the
observation of the remaining data. It can be seen that the optimal hyperplane in (1) is quite
sensitive to even a single outlier. Intuitively, this instability is quite undesirable. However,
the previous large margin learning bounds seemed to have dismissed this concern. This

paper indicates that such a concern is still valid. In the worst case, even if the problem
is separable by a large margin, outliers can still cause a slow down of the exponential
convergence rate.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we derived new generalization bounds for large margin linearly separable
classification. Even though we have only discussed the consequence of this analysis for
separable problems, the technique can be easily applied to non separable problems (see
Corollary 3.2). For large margin separable problems, we show that exponential decay of
generalization error may be achieved with an appropriately chosen regularization parameter. However, the bound depends on a quantity which characterizes the robustness of the
distribution. An important difference of the robustness concept and the margin concept is
that outliers may not be observable with large probability from data while margin generally
will. This implies that without any prior knowledge, it could be difficult to directly apply
our bound using only the observed data.
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